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The study aims to measure the intermediary performance of Islamic banks in relation
to economic growth in Indonesia in the short and long term. There are four main
variables used, namely financing, fund placement in BI (Central Bank of Indonesia),
investment in securities, and third-party funds in all Islamic banks from 2007 to 2019.
The data were tested using vector error correction models (VECM), Granger Causality,
Impulse Response Function (IRF), and Variant Decomposition (VDC) to examine causality relationships, the short- and long-term effects, shocks, and variances in Islamic
bank intermediary performance to economic growth. The results show that there is a
two-way causality relationship between financing and third-party funds to economic
growth. While in the short term, fund placement in BI, investment in securities, and
financing have a significant influence on economic growth, but in the long run, only
the placement of funds in BI will affect economic growth. Also, only fund placement
in BI can shock and significantly contribute to economic growth in the long term. The
overall intermediary performance of Islamic banks has not contributed to Indonesia’s
economic growth in the long term.
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INTRODUCTION
The digital revolution in the financial industry has changed customer behavior when accessing financial products and services. Islamic
finance has rapidly grown because of the inclusive standardization
approach, fintech, environmental, social, and governance opportunities implemented in various countries (N. Alam, 2013; S&P Global
Ratings, 2020). Mohamed and Al Taitoon (2019) in the 2019 Islamic
Finance Development Report established a potential increase in
Islamic financial assets from USD 2.5 trillion in 2018 to about USD 3.4
trillion in 2024 through asset distribution dominated by the Islamic
banking sector. This represents a percentage increase of 70% or USD
1,760 billion. Over the last decade, the disruption era has changed
Islamic banking business activities to be more flexible, leading to a
significant increase in economic transactions (Daly & Frikha, 2016;
Elmawazini et al., 2020; Ma’in et al., 2013). This is because the implementation of profit-loss sharing (PLS) imposes risks on banks and
shares them with investors and customers (Al-Nasser Mohammed &
Joriah Muhammed, 2017; Hashem & Abdeljawad, 2018).
Indonesia is currently the largest Muslim country worldwide with
a great potential for the Islamic banking industry (Boukhatem
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& Ben Moussa, 2018; Pepinsky, 2013; Central Intelligence Agency, 2019). Furthermore, Edbiz (2019)
stated that Indonesia has the highest Islamic Financial Country Index level out of 48 countries.
PricewaterhouseCoopers (2018) stated that 71% of Islamic banks had implemented a digital strategy, increasing revenue growth by up to 14%. However, Indonesia’s Islamic banking assets only rank
tenth-largest globally, with assets of 28 Billion US Dollar (Mohamed & Al Taitoon, 2019). Islamic
banking assets fluctuated during the transition of the industrial revolution 3.0-4.0 in the last 5 years.
However, there was still an overall increase of up to 252.2 Billion Rupiahs without a significant market
share increase (Aminah et al., 2019; Nur Rianto Al Arif & Rahmawati, 2018; Rahman, 2016; Financial
Services Authority, 2019).
The Indonesian Financial Services Authority (2019) and the Central Bureau of Statistics (2020) reported
that there was inconsistent growth in the performance of Islamic banking intermediaries and economic
growth during the 2014–2019 period. This shows that the Islamic banks’ role in economic growth in
the disruption era has not been optimal, because the Islamic financial system does not recognize an interest-based approach. Even though Abd. Majid and Kassim (2015) and Abduh and Azmi Omar (2012)
stated that Islamic banking had increased the participation rate of business actors through the profitloss sharing system, which affects financial and real economic activities. The purpose of this study is to
conduct an empirical test on the causal relationship between economic growth and intermediary performance. Furthermore, it intends to predict the extent of shock and composition of Islamic banking
intermediaries’ performance in relation to economic growth in the disruption era.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

to conduct liquidity processes to finance the business sector, weakening economic growth (Ahmad
Economic growth relates to banking development, et al., 2016; Jakubík & Reininger, 2014; Louzis et
though there are differences between them the- al., 2012).
oretically. According to Beck et al. (2000), banking development through capitalization and pri- In 2007–2008, after the interest system proved
vate saving levels significantly affect economic to be a failure, there were many criticisms of the
growth. Bekaert et al. (2005) studied 95 countries conventional banking system. This made Islamic
that adhere to a liberal economic system. The re- banking an alternative solution through the PLS
sults showed that economic growth was highly de- scheme (Ascarya, 2013; Iskandar, 2018). The PLS
pendent on the government’s ability to maximize system, Islamic banking offers protection with a
the banks’ role as an intermediary institution. better prudence level, including emphasizing asHowever, Ahmad (2016) stated that the liberal sys- pects of Moral Hazard in every transaction (Sole,
tem in the banking sector was oriented towards 2007; Song & Oosthuizen, 2015). Furthermore,
maximizing interest. However, the interest system Islamic banking has a high level of protection
application makes banks face the risk of default for customers through sharia compliance asbecause customers repay the loan principal and pects (Trad et al., 2017). In its operational activities, Islamic banks are also supervised by BI, the
the interest expense.
Financial Services Authority (OJK), the Deposit
The risk of default caused by the interest system Insurance Corporation (LPS), and the National
affects economic growth. Zainol et al. (2018) es- Sharia Council (DSN). This proves that it aims to
tablished a negative relationship between Non- mitigate systemic risk (Hassan et al., 2017).
Performing Loans (NPL) and economic growth.
This means that an increase in NPLs in the bank- Disruption in the financial system has influenced
ing sector could directly weaken a country’s econ- the banking sector. Although Islamic banks can
omy because constant interest payments without internally maintain stability, external factors due
considering profits and losses can be burdensome to technological innovation have presented varito business actors. Furthermore, when the NPL ous banking sector risks (Zveryakov et al., 2019).
value increases, it becomes challenging for banks Manchiraju et al. (2016) state that the payment
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industry is currently experiencing dynamic and
erratic changes. This is because technological developments in the financial system have changed
investment, payment, and risk management patterns in the financial services industry (Arner et
al., 2016; Lee & Teo, 2015). For this reason, it is
challenging for the Islamic banking industry to
continue contributing to economic growth during
the economic disruption era.
Abduh and Azmi Omar (2012), in a study using
the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach, showed a causal relationship between
Islamic financial growth and economic development in the short and long term. This means that
Islamic banking boosts economic growth and, at
the same time, which, in turn, stimulates its development. In line with previous research, Gheeraert
and Weill (2015), in their research conducted in
70 countries, stated that effective Islamic banking through financing and deposits contributes to
the macroeconomic aspect. Furthermore, conventional banks cannot make a real contribution to
the economy.
Jawadi et al. (2016), in research with regression
panel approach and causality test panel, show that
Islamic banking has not been better in the national banking industry than conventional banking.
This is because Islamic banks cannot predict conventional banks’ dynamics to protect themselves
from a crisis. AL-Oqool et al. (2014), in a study
conducted in Jordan, proved that Islamic banks
could contribute to economic growth in the long
term. However, it has no contribution in the short
term due to excessive liquidation. This is in line
with Miah and Uddin (2017) and Srairi (2010),
who stated that conventional banks in the Gulf
States manage operational costs and lending activities more efficiently than Islamic banks.
Ahmed (2006), in research on the role of Islamic
banking and finance in economic development,
showed that the use of loans in conventional
banking for a company was irrelevant when classified as working capital. This is because a company
is required to repay the principal, along with interest. Islamic banking takes a different approach
through a financing scheme that can be categorized as working capital for companies. For this
reason, activities in the company can develop and
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contribute to economic growth. Santoso (1998)
stated that banking’s main problem in Indonesia
is an overly high sensitivity to credit risk. Failure
by a borrower to repay the loan directly leads to a
crisis in the banking system. According to Khan
and Bashar (2008), Islamic banking’s presence
through the PLS principle overcomes credit risk
due to the interest application. Through this principle, benefits are received by either party because,
in principle, the more the project is conducted, the
greater the value of the benefits received. Suppose
there is a loss, both parties bear it in the proportions determined at the beginning of the agreement. Hadžić (2005) shows that Islamic banking
contributes to Muslim and countries’ economic growth in the southeastern European region.
According to Ahmed (2006), S. Alam (2009), Sole
(2007), and Song and Oosthuizen (2015), the main
advantage of the Islamic banking system is the
principle of prohibiting uncertain transactions.
The financial structure of the country is becoming stronger in facing economic shocks. However,
Islamic banks in Muslim countries are superior to
conventional banking in maintaining economic
stability from various crises (Abdulle & Kassim,
2012; Asmild et al., 2018; Doumpos et al., 2017).
Caporale and Helmi (2018) studied economic
growth by examining 7 dual banking system user countries, including Indonesia, Tunisia, Turkey,
Malaysia, Singapore, Iran, and Jordan, with 7
countries adhering to the single banking system, specifically Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Chile,
Ecuador, Costa Rica, and Guatemala. The results
showed that financing could contribute to countries’ economic growth using Islamic banking in
the long term. However, financing in countries
that do not have Islamic banking contributes to
economic growth in the short term. This is logically understandable because Islamic banking only provides financing for projects directly linked
to real sector economic activities.
Zarrouk et al. (2017) stated that conceptually,
the relationship between Islamic banking development and economic growth in the disruption
era is explained by the financial innovation theory initiated by Schumpeter. Banking is an intermediary institution that transfers resources by
managing savings funds and financing business
activities that positively affect economic growth
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(Baroroh, 2012; Festré & Nasica, 2009). Therefore,
Islamic banks need to maintain consistency in
their intermediary performance to contribute to
the disruption era’s economic growth. According
to Teimouri and Dutta (2016), the intermediary
performance of Islamic banking through the application of technology and sharia compliance
approaches contribute to economic growth in
various countries, though it may take a long time
(Daly & Frikha, 2016).
This study empirically tests the causality and the
long- and short-term relationship between the intermediary performance of Islamic banking and
economic growth in Indonesia. Furthermore, it
predicts the extent of shock caused by exogenous
variables to endogenous variables in the next 10
periods. The study analyzes the percentage value
of an endogenous variable variance caused by all
exogenous variables in a certain period.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study uses time-series data for the 2007–2019
period to empirically test the contribution of
Islamic banking industry performance through
variable financing (Ln_Financing), funds placement in BI (Ln_BI_Placement), investment in
securities
(Ln_Securities_Investment),
and
third-party funds (Ln_Fund) to economic growth
(Ln_GDP). The initial stage involves data quality
testing, including the Stationary Test, Lag Length
Characteristics, VAR Stability Test, and Johansen’s
Co-Integration Test. The causality between variables is then tested to determine the reciprocal relationship between variables using the Granger
Causality Test. In the next stage, the VECM

(Vector Error Correction Model) test was conducted by forecasting the Islamic banking contribution to long- and short-term economic growth.
This study also forecasted the response between
the economic growth variable and the shocking
caused by the financing variable, investment in
securities, funds placement in BI, and third-party funds through the Impulse Response Function
(IRF) test. Afterward, a Variant Decomposition
(VDC) analysis was conducted to show the variant
presentation value of an economic growth variable caused by all exogenous variables.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Augmented Dickey-Fuller analysis (ADF) and
Philip Peron (PP) test are used to test the variables
in this research model equation with a probability
level of 5%. This means that if both tests’ probability value is greater than 5% at the level or different
degrees, the data used is declared not stationary.
Suppose the probability on both tests has a value
below 5%, the data is stationary. Table 1 shows the
results of the stationarity test for the equation of
this model.
Table 1 shows that in the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) and Philip Peron (PP) tests, at the Level
stage, only one variable passed the test, specifically Ln_Funds with the acquisition of a significant
value below 5%. Therefore, it is necessary to test
all variables in the 1st Difference stage (Kuncoro,
2011). According to the Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) and Philip Peron (PP) test results, at the 1st
Difference stage, all variables used in the equation
have a significance level below 5%. This means
that the overall data used is stationary. Since the

Table 1. Stationarity test
Source: Author’s analysis.

Variable
LN_GDP
LN_BI_PLACEMENT

ADF
(Level)

PP
(Level)

ADF
(1st Difference)

PP
(1st Difference)

Prob

Prob

Prob

Prob

0.2571

0.1813

0.0000*

0.0000*

0.0000*

0.7470

0.0000*

0.0000*

LN_FINANCING

0.1327

0.0178*

0.0133*

0.0139*

LN_FUNDS

0.0083*

0.0069*

0.0000*

0.0000*

LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT

0.7039

0.6671

0.0000*

0.0000*

Note: * – significant at 0.05 alpha.
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Table 2. Lag criteria test
Source: Author’s analysis.

Lag

LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0

117.0871

NA

5.84e–09

–4.769664

–4.572840

–4.695598

1

398.1680

490.3964

1.09e–13

–15.66672

–14.48578*

–15.22233

2

436.4382

58.62674

6.42e–14

–16.23141

–14.06635

–15.41668

3

483.2128

61.70262

2.80e–14

–17.15799

–14.00880

–15.97293

4

523.6818

44.77427*

1.77e–14

–17.81625

–13.68294

–16.26086

5

561.1062

33.44307

1.49e–14*

–18.34495*

–13.22752

–16.41922*

Note: * indicates lag order selected by the criterion.

data used is stationary at the 1st Difference level,
further testing on the VECM estimation can be
conducted by determining the Criteria Lag Test’s
optimal lag.
The Lag criteria test determines the optimal time
for each variable to influence its past, significantly affecting the VECM model’s estimation.
The test was run using a lag order selected based
on the Likelihood Ratio (LR), Final Prediction
Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
Schwarz Information Criterion (SC), and HannanQuin Creation (HQ). Table 2 shows the test results
on the Lag Criteria.

Table 3 shows that four rank variables have a
co-integration relationship through the Trace
and Max-Eigen Statistics values that are greater
than the Critical Value with a significance level
below 0.05 on the Cointegration Rank Test. This
is evident in the Trace Statistic values of 140.7718,
72.76918, 41.19117, and 16.47671, which are higher than the Critical Value values of 69.81889,
47.85613, 29.79707, and 15.49471. Furthermore,
the Max-Eigen Statistics values of 68.00265,
31.57801, 24.71446, and 16.47246 were higher than the Critical Value of 33.87687, 27.58434,
21.13162, and 14.26460. This means that all variables in this study have a direct long-term relationship with one another. Therefore, the model
in this equation can use VECM estimation at a
later stage.

This study uses a lag length of 0 to lag 5. The optimal lag value based on the predetermined criteria is lag 5, indicating the most lag order selected.
Therefore, testing in this research can proceed to The Granger Causality test is used to determine a
reciprocal effect between two variables. It can also
the Cointegration Rank Test stage.
determine a significant cause-and-effect relationThe Cointegration Rank test was run to determine ship between variables determined on the VAR
the long-term relationship between each variable value of pairwise granger causality using a level of
used. VECM estimation can only be performed 0.05 with an optimal lag of 5 lag. Testing was run
when an equation model has a co-integration re- on variables of financing, third party funds, inlationship. Otherwise, the test is carried out using vestment in securities, funds placement in BI, and
the VAR equation model. Table 3 shows the test economic growth. Table 4 shows the results of the
results on the Cointegration Rank.
Granger causality test.
Table 3. Cointegration rank test
Source: Author’s analysis.

Hypothesized No.
of CE(s)
r = 0*
r ≤ 1*
r ≤ 2*
r ≤ 3*
r≤4

Cointegration Rank test (trace)
Trace statistic
0.05 Critical value Prob.
140.7718
72.76918
41.19117
16.47671
0.004246

69.81889
47.85613
29.79707
15.49471
3.841466

0.0000
0.0001
0.0016
0.0355
0.9467

Cointegration Rank test (maximum eigenvalue)
Max-Eigen statistic 0.05 Critical value Prob.
68.00265
31.57801
24.71446
16.47246
0.004246

33.87687
27.58434
21.13162
14.26460
3.841466

0.0000
0.0145
0.0150
0.0220
0.9467

Note: * – significant at 0.05 alpha.
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Table 4. Granger causality test
Source: Author’s analysis.

Null hypothesis
LN_BI_PLACEMENT does not Granger Cause LN_GDP
LN_GDP does not Granger Cause LN_BI_PLACEMENT
LN_FINANCING does not Granger Cause LN_GDP
LN_GDP does not Granger Cause LN_FINANCING
LN_FUNDS does not Granger Cause LN_GDP
LN_GDP does not Granger Cause LN_FUNDS
LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT does not Granger Cause LN_GDP
LN_GDP does not Granger Cause LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT
LN_FINANCING does not Granger Cause LN_BI_PLACEMENT
LN_BI_PLACEMENT does not Granger Cause LN_FINANCING
LN_FUNDS does not Granger Cause LN_BI_PLACEMENT
LN_BI_PLACEMENT does not Granger Cause LN_FUNDS
LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT does not Granger Cause LN_BI_PLACEMENT
LN_BI_PLACEMENT does not Granger Cause LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT
LN_FUNDS does not Granger Cause LN_FINANCING
LN_FINANCING does not Granger Cause LN_FUNDS
LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT does not Granger Cause LN_FINANCING
LN_FINANCING does not Granger Cause LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT
LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT does not Granger Cause LN_FUNDS
LN_FUNDS does not Granger Cause LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT

F-statistic

Prob.*

Granger status

0.86727
1.15155
4.65270
4.09683
3.00829
2.74374
2.21983
4.68003
2.48426
2.58671
2.82372
0.99053
1.63269
1.31410
1.96076
3.21872
2.06667
0.91994
2.82131
0.45960

0.5125
0.3517
0.0022
0.0048
0.0227
0.0336
0.0735
0.0022
0.0495
0.0425
0.0299
0.4372
0.1764
0.2800
0.1083
0.0167
0.0924
0.4793
0.0300
0.8035

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

Note: * – significant at 0.05 alpha.

The Granger causality test results show a significant two-way causality relationship between financing and economic growth. The more financing is provided by banks, the more the economy
grows (Tabash & Dhankar, 2014). When the economy increases, the volume of increased financing
from Islamic banks is affected (Bangake & Eggoh,
2011). Furthermore, a two-way relationship exists
between third-party funds and economic growth.
This means that these variables have a causal relationship that influences each other. According to
Kesumo Wardhany and Arshad (2015), the capital surplus held by Islamic banking is a stimulus for optimizing the intermediary banks’ performance to increase economic growth by channeling financing. Furthermore, good economic
growth affects third-party funds’ growth because
of changing behavior patterns to increase investment and savings (Caporale & Helmi, 2018). A
two-way causal relationship is also found in financing and fund placement in BI. This means
that increased financing should be balanced with
a risk mitigation process. When a bank has a high
level of financing, it is vital to diversify investment in other sectors (Hafsa Orhan Astrom, 2013;
Masood et al., 2012). Fund placement with BI is
one of the safest banking businesses. An increase
in financing positively affects funds’ placement
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(Gray, 2011; Pessoa & Williams, 2013). Therefore,
when the profits on the funds’ placement in BI increase, the bank has a surplus of capital that can
be used to improve its independent function as a
channel of financing (Menicucci & Paolucci, 2016;
Sarath & Pham, 2015).
The Granger causality test results show a one-way
relationship between economic growth and investment in securities variables in the next stage.
This is because economic growth has influenced
investment patterns in the capital market industry (Al-Abedallat & Al Shabib, 2012). Furthermore,
the economic system and good governance provide guarantees for investors, leading to significant economic growth. The investment value
increases with the investor confidence growth
(Ocaya et al., 2012; Peltonen et al., 2011). The relationship between the third-party funds and the
funds’ placement in BI variables indicates a oneway correlation. This is because third party funds
are a source of funding for the banking sector. The
greater the capital owned, the better the performance of the banking industry (Boďa & Zimková,
2018). Placement of funds with BI is the safest investment because the government guarantees the
rate of return. This means that the risk mitigation
process through investment diversification will be
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more profitable for banks to balance risks during
a disruptive era. Furthermore, there is a one-way
relationship between the financing and third-party fund variables. Financing plays the intermediary role in Islamic banking. When a good rate of
return balances, the financing ratio level increases, and the bank can increase profits (Yuliana et
al., 2017). When financing has increased, both directly and indirectly, profitability and capitalization simultaneously increase, affecting customer
perceptions in allocating funds to Islamic banks
(Belkhaoui et al., 2020). The test results show a
one-way relationship in the investment variable of
securities and third-party funds. Apart from the
financing sector, investment in securities in the
disruption era is essential in increasing bank capital for intermediary function (Maggiori, 2017).

tion test process uses 5 with a significant level of
0.05 and a T table value of 2.01174. Table 5 shows
the results of the VECM short-run test.

The VECM test results in the short-term estimation based on lag five show that the equation of
funds’ placement in BI variable at lag four has a
positive and significant effect on economic growth
at the 0.05 level. Suppose the funds’ placement in BI
variable increases by 1% in the previous four years,
the economic growth increases by 0.365% at this
time. Furthermore, the estimation results show that
an increase in financing by 1% in the previous four
years increases economic growth from the current
value by 2.9%. Based on the negative coefficient value of –2.752251, an increase in financing variable
by 1% in the previous five years decreases economic
growth from the current value by 2.75%. The estiThe use of VECM explains the short-term and mation results on the securities investment variable
long-term effects between variables. Based on the equation with a negative coefficient of –0.436859
Lag Length Criteria test results, the optimal lag in show that a 1% increase decreases economic growth
the estimate is lag 5. Therefore, the VECM estima- by –0.43% in the current year.
Table 5. VECM short-run test
Source: Author’s analysis.

Variable
CointEq1
D(LN_GDP(–1))
D(LN_GDP(–2))
D(LN_GDP(–3))
D(LN_GDP(–4))
D(LN_GDP(–5))
D(LN_BI_PLACEMENT(–1))
D(LN_BI_PLACEMENT(–2))
D(LN_BI_PLACEMENT(–3))
D(LN_BI_PLACEMENT(–4))
D(LN_BI_PLACEMENT(–5))
D(LN_FINANCING(–1))
D(LN_FINANCING(–2))
D(LN_FINANCING(–3))
D(LN_FINANCING(–4))
D(LN_FINANCING(–5))
D(LN_FUNDS(–1))
D(LN_FUNDS(–2))
D(LN_FUNDS(–3))
D(LN_FUNDS(–4))
D(LN_FUNDS(–5))
D(LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT(–1))
D(LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT(–2))
D(LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT(–3))
D(LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT(–4))
D(LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT(–5))

Coefficient

T-statistic

T-table

Prob.*

0.003593
0.141303
–0.084274
–0.151490
0.048400
–0.510609
–0.023100
–0.172760
–0.034520
0.365111
–0.140071
0.387827
–0.598497
–1.701258
2.921654
–2.752251
0.477456
1.128618
0.298070
–1.792776
1.628009
0.028177
–0.436859
0.040791
0.009890
0.137573

0.02471
0.57101
–0.40679
–0.76601
0.17378
–1.83176
–0.11267
–0.79362
–0.19124
2.07734
–0.79239
0.44920
–0.57657
–1.62966
2.43194
–2.05353
0.46373
0.79701
0.21058
–1.29506
1.35167
0.15631
–2.29693
0.28210
0.07442
1.14895

2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174

Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Significant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Significant
Significant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Significant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant

Note: * – significant at 0.05 alpha.
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Table 6. VECM long-run test
Source: Author’s analysis.

Variable
LN_BI_PLACEMENT(–1)
LN_FINANCING(–1)
LN_FUNDS(–1)
LN_SECURITIES_INVESMENT(–1)

Coefficient

T-statistic

T-table

Prob.*

1.373388
–1.919579
0.367690
–0.096083

3.40459
–1.43475
0.20554
–0.66640

2.01174
2.01174
2.01174
2.01174

Significant
Insignificant
Insignificant
Insignificant

Note: * – significant at 0.05 alpha.

The long-term estimation results show that only funds’ placement in BI has a positive and significant relationship with economic growth at
a probability level of 0.05. This can be proven by
comparing the t-statistic value (3.40459) with the
t-table value (2.01174). Suppose the t-statistic value is greater than the t-table value, there is a significant relationship between the two variables.
Furthermore, the coefficient value in the funds’
placement in BI is 1.373388. This means that an increase of 1% in the placement of funds in BI leads
to a 1.37% increase in current economic growth.

The economic growth response to shocks caused
by the funds’ placement in BI shows a positive relationship. The greater the value of the increase in
the funds’ placement in BI, the more it increases
economic growth (Alishani, 2012). The trend in
the 1st to 5th periods shows an increase in the
magnitude of the positive economic growth response to variable shocks in funds placement in
BI. In the 6th to 10th period, shocks to the funds’
placement in BI variable still responded positively
by economic growth. However, its magnitude experienced a downward trend.

Before the IRF and VDC testing, the VAR stability
test was run by producing a modulus value < 1 at a
lag of 1 to 5. This means that the equation used to
perform the test can be declared stable and valid,
justifying the analysis results. The IRF test shows
the response of a variable to a shock caused by other endogenous variables. Figure 1 shows the IRF
test results in the study.

The IRF test results show that economic growth always positively responds to any shocks caused by financing (Abd. Majid & H. Kassim, 2015; Abduh &
Azmi Omar, 2012). However, in the 2nd to 10th period, there was a fluctuating standard level of deviation, but still in a positive response. Therefore, an
increase in financing in the Islamic banking sector
increases economic growth for the next 10 periods.
Source: Author’s analysis.

Figure 1. IRF analysis
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Table 7. VDC analysis
Source: Author’s analysis.

Period

S.E.

LN_GDP

LN_BI_
PLACEMENT

LN_FINANCING

LN_FUNDS

LN_SECURITIES_
INVESMENT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.049192
0.073264
0.099052
0.123359
0.143184
0.157770
0.163693
0.167183
0.169444
0.170758

100.0000
96.94886
66.61498
47.20341
35.33665
29.11042
27.05943
26.02978
25.75629
25.76891

0.000000
0.933976
21.36348
33.04130
40.22802
44.19532
45.70088
46.85959
47.37458
47.42866

0.000000
1.433218
6.157112
5.034673
5.558743
4.790978
4.788524
5.057605
5.186135
5.234469

0.000000
0.656785
0.367668
0.388273
1.347090
5.009815
6.301352
6.570389
6.610318
6.668341

0.000000
0.027160
5.496767
14.33235
17.52949
16.89346
16.14981
15.48263
15.07268
14.89962

The economic growth response to the shocks
caused by third-party funds shows a positive
response in the 1st to 10th period (Kesumo
Wardhany & Arshad, 2015). However, there has
been a decrease in the standard deviation, though
still in a positive and stable movement. An increase in third-party funds increases economic
growth in the next ten periods.
The response of economic growth to shocks
caused by Securities Investment was negative in
the 2nd to 8th period. However, there was a positive response in the 9th to 10th periods. This
means that in the 2nd to 8th periods, the increase in Securities Investment by Islamic banking responded negatively or slowed economic
growth. On the contrary, reducing investment
in securities increases economic growth (Mary
et al., 2019).
VDC analysis shows the importance of the
role of each variable in the VAR/VECM equation based on the composition and the resulting shocks. Using this analysis, predictions
and descriptions of how strong the influence
of the Placement of Funds on BI, Financing,
Third Party Funds, and Investment variables in
Securities can be obtained on economic growth

over the next 10 periods. Table 7 shows the results of the VDC analysis.
In periods 1 to 2, the largest contributor to economic growth is the variable itself. Funds’ placement in BI, financing, third party funds, and investment in securities do not show significant contribution. However, in the 3rd period, the funds’
placement in the BI variable showed an increase
in the contribution of up to 21%, followed by the
variables of financing, third party funds, and investment in securities with gains of 6.1%, 0.3%,
and 5.4%, respectively. In the 4th to 10th periods,
the contribution of placement of funds in BI continued to increase from 33% to 47%. From the 5th
period, this variable contributed more to economic growth than the economic growth itself. This
shows that the funds’ placement in BI only represents Islamic banking’s contribution to longterm economic growth in the disruption era. The
intermediary performance of Islamic banking in
the future may experience several changes and
uncertainties. The central role of Islamic banks
currently does not lead to channeling financing,
raising funds, and managing investment. Instead,
it focuses on helping the government to control
monetary policy and regulate the inflation value
for economic growth to run well.

CONCLUSION
Empirical results show that Islamic banking intermediary performance in the disruption era may not
affect economic growth in the future. This is because Islamic banks experience a lack of capital focused
on costly funding, hampering the expansion of access to infrastructure development and various product and service innovations. Besides, Islamic banks experience a lack of human resources to manage investment risk in the disruption era. For this reason, the investment management of an Islamic bank may
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not run optimally for the next several periods. Inadequate technology utilization and a lack of Islamic
financial literacy in the community also make it difficult for Islamic banks to raise funds, reducing their
efficiency.
The empirical evidence from this study provides lessons for Islamic banks to increase their concentration on technology-based resource development. This is because customer behavior of the era is often
digital rather than a traditional approach in a disruptive era. Furthermore, the government should
build an ecosystem that supports the growth of Islamic banks by ensuring legal certainty. It should also
involve Islamic banks in various central and regional government projects for Islamic banks to have
the same opportunity to manage larger funds. Furthermore, it is vital to develop more innovative and
varied Islamic banking services and products to expand customer access. Islamic banks and the government need to work together to increase Islamic financial literacy. This helps increase the market share of
Islamic banks and optimize business activities.
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